Disaster Mental Health: Around the World and Across Time, An Issue of Psychiatric Clinics, 2013-08-22

Disasters looking beyond their acute impact to how they affect communities in the years that follow is the focus of discussion in this issue of psychiatric clinics reviews of cases of well known disasters such as 9 11 the 2004 south asian tsunami hurricane katrina the haiti earthquake of 2010 the 3 11 11 triple disaster in northern japan and others are presented from the perspective of local experts who have been asked to take a long view of what they learned and may still be learning from their post disaster experiences that mental health professionals faced with future disasters should know world renown experts in disaster psychiatry and global psychiatry craig katz and anand pandya lead this publication

Concepts of Addictive Substances and Behaviours across Time and Place 2016-02-18

Concepts of addictive substances and behaviours across time and place presents fascinating new historical and social scientific research examining the temporal and spatial variations in the ways that addiction problems are understood and addressed in european societies the book illustrates the changing and versatile nature of language use of stakeholders concepts and ideas and of the popular professional and political discourse around addiction the arguments that unfold concern the various cultural components invested in the ways in which the problems are viewed and addressed a framework is presented for discussing these circumstances in view of current knowledge based governance at a local regional and global level concepts of addictive substances and behaviours across time and place is based on research from alice rap addiction and lifestyles in contemporary europe reframing addictions project a multidisciplinary european study of addictive substances and behaviours in contemporary society this is an essential resource for public health professionals stakeholders influencing policy for addictive substances and behaviours students and academics looking to better understand the historical and geographical variations of addictive behaviours across in europe and the role of stakeholder involvement in the construction of addiction prevention policy

Mathematics Education Across Time and Place 2016-05-19

What is mathematics and what aspects of it should be taught in schools how and to whom should it be taught and how should its understanding be assessed these questions continue to drive curriculum development school organization teaching methods and research agendas no one today doubts that mathematics should be taught in our schools but this was not always so mathematics education across time and place aims to help mathematics teachers teacher educators and anyone else interested in mathematics education appreciate the path this discipline has taken through the ages to understand the historical and social context for schools and the place of mathematics within them we meet a variety of mathematics educators from different times and places though fictional their lives and social circumstances are based on historical documents and professional sources they range from ancient greece to modern zimbabwe from persia to british columbia from islamic baghdad to revolutionary paris from elizabethan england to twentieth century new york and from the rural one room schools of north america to the modern comprehensive secondary school by sharing the teachers lives we come to understand how they developed their love for teaching mathematics and how their work fit into the larger social context of their time

Issues in Child Health and Adolescent Health 2013-05-13

Published in 1982 issues in child health and adolescent health is a valuable contribution to the field of psychology pp

Measuring School Performance & Efficiency 2013-10-02

This yearbook focuses on alternative ways to measure how well schools are educating their students delivering what parents want and using resources efficiently

Lexicography: Reference works across time, space and languages 2003

Designated a doody s core title winner of an ajn book of the year award every nursing student and practicing nurse would benefit from reading this
book score 91 4 stars doody s the excerpts taken from original writings and events provide readers with a sneak peak into a forgotten world this book is a must for anyone in the nursing profession essential all levels choice with contributions from some of the most renowned nursing scholars and historians the real life history of how nurses worked and how they endured the ever changing economic social educational and technological milieus is presented in a captivating collection of articles through time and place experts chronicle the rich variety of nurses work by presenting actual accounts of clinical practice experiences tracing the evolution of nursing from the role as family caregiver to roles in clinical practice today the contributors approach this history by focusing on four thematic categories who does the work of nursing who pays for the work of nursing what is the real work of nursing how have our nursing predecessors struggled with the relationship between work and knowledge nurses work provides an incredible collection of significant historical scholarship and contemporary themes that encourages us to understand and think these questions and the future of nursing

Nurses' Work 2006-09-01 the book s combined focus on parties as institutions and systems alongside political attitudes and behaviors is why i use it i have yet to find another text that accomplishes this meredith conroy california state university san bernardino now more than ever people drive the democratic process what people think of their government and its leaders how or whether they vote and what they do or say about a host of political issues greatly affect the further strengthening or erosion of democracy and democratic ideals this fully updated shorter seventh edition of citizen politics continues to offer the only truly comparative study of political attitudes and behavior in the united states great britain and germany in addition to its comprehensive thematic examination of political values political activity voting and public images of government within a cross national context the updated edition of this bestseller explores how cultural issues populism trump and far right parties are reshaping politics in contemporary democracies all chapters have been updated with the latest research and empirical evidence further dalton includes recent research on citizens political behavior in usa britain france and germany as well as new evidence from national election studies in usa 2016 britain 2017 france 2017

Citizen Politics 2018-12-13 the populist radical right is one of the most studied political phenomena in the social sciences counting hundreds of books and thousands of articles this is the first reader to bring together the most seminal articles and book chapters on the contemporary populist radical right in western democracies it has a broad regional and topical focus and includes work that has made an original theoretical contribution to the field which make them less time specific the reader is organized in six thematic sections 1 ideology and issues 2 parties organizations and subcultures 3 leaders members and voters 4 causes 5 consequences and 6 responses each section features a short introduction by the editor which introduces and ties together the selected pieces and provides discussion questions and suggestions for further readings the reader is ended with a conclusion in which the editor reflects on the future of the populist radical right in light of more recent political developments most notably the greek economic crisis and the refugee crisis and suggest avenues for future research

The Populist Radical Right 2016-10-04 this monograph contains the first systematic investigation of the japanese dative subject construction across time and space it demonstrates that in order to capture what speakers writers know about how to put an utterance or a clause together it is necessary to pay attention to what they do in actual language use and in different discourse types the work also shows the importance of diachronic perspectives to help us better understand the ways in which a particular grammatical structure is represented synchronically by utilizing modern japanese conversation contemporary japanese novels and a pre modern and modern japanese literature corpus the study highlights the role of dative subjects at the semantic and discourse pragmatic levels specifically it demonstrates that what has been considered to be a most grammatical aspect of japanese actually turns out to be rather pragmatically oriented

Grammar in Use Across Time and Space 2007 fully updated and carefully revised this new 2nd edition of history by numbers still stands alone as the only textbook on quantitative methods suitable for students of history even the numerically challenged will find inspiration taking a problem solving approach and using authentic historical data it describes each method in turn including its origin purpose usefulness and associated pitfalls the problems are developed gradually and with narrative skill allowing readers to experience the moment of discovery for each of the interpretative outcomes quantitative methods are essential for the modern historian and this lively and accessible text will prove an invaluable guide for anyone entering the discipline

History by Numbers 2016-11-17 socializing intelligence through academic talk and dialogue focuses on a fast growing topic in education research over the course of 34 chapters the contributors discuss theories and case studies that shed light on the effects of dialogic participation in and outside the classroom this rich interdisciplinary endeavor will appeal to scholars and researchers in education and many related disciplines including learning and cognitive sciences educational psychology instructional science and linguistics as well as to teachers curriculum designers and educational policy makers

Socializing Intelligence Through Academic Talk and Dialogue 2015-04-19 this book investigates how liberal parties have evolved over time as a party family in a comparative perspective through a discussion of the applicability of the concept of party family to liberal parties it gives a better picture of the development challenges and opportunities for liberal parties in europe the history of liberal parties in europe is peculiar and the origins of the liberal family are not clearly defined liberal parties are still quite heterogeneous given the various meanings embraced in the idea of liberalism including economic liberalism cultural liberalism progressivism social liberalism bringing together the best specialists engaged in the study of liberal parties and with a two levels perspective comparative and case study this book renews and expands our knowledge on the liberal party family in europe four major themes are developed linked to the four approaches of the concept of party family electoral performances participation to power ideology and political program and party organization these themes are systematically developed in case studies and in comparative chapters primarily aimed at scholars and students in comparative
politics this book should especially appeal to scholars in the fields of political parties and party systems representation and elections voting behavior and public opinion

Liberal Parties in Europe 2019-02-12 this practical book addresses the consistent questions that were posed by secondary social studies teachers during professional learning sessions in particular it examines ways to break through the inclination and perception expressed by many teachers that my kids cannot do that drawing on 22 years as a high school history teacher 7 years as a state level curriculum specialist and extensive work with in service teachers across the country the author provides research based guidance for engaging students in investigating the past leish examines ways to develop effective questions that guide historical inquiries how to utilize discussion in the classroom and how to align assessment to inquiry he also shows teachers how to incorporate difficult histories within an inquiry framework each chapter uses a specific lesson framed by student work to illuminate approaches in real classroom scenarios topics include the pullman strike of 1894 the marcus garvey question dust bowl migrants mao and communist china the lgbtq fight for rights and multiple lessons from world war i this follow up to the author s book why won t you just tell us the answer fills in gaps and expands tools and classroom examples to assist today s teachers book features offers ways to promote teacher growth as it pertains to historical thinking demonstrates how to align investigating the past with the needs of reluctant readers and students with special needs provides lesson materials and instructional guidance addresses how to teach difficult subjects such as lgbtq history aligns historical literacy with inquiry based instruction

Developing Historical Thinkers 2023-08-25 the persuasive strategies employed by the moral majority in the early 1980s reassured and calmed a segment of the american population left confused and uncertain by recent national events david snowball analyzes this powerful movement how its rhetoric energized its supporters positions it endorsed and causes it championed and its response to political and media critics by examining the fundamental messages the tactics used and the personalities involved the study reveals that while the basic message of the moral majority remained constant its changing popular image and maturing rhetoric which initially added momentum to its rapid rise may also have been at the root of its swift decline by the end of the decade while tracing the movement s origins snowball investigates in depth the american people s reaction to the influence of the moral majority he subsequently reviews its founding tenets and the language typically used to encourage its disciples a look at the specific issues which polarized critics and followers exposes the reasons for the movement s collapse and poses questions regarding its future although the primary focus of this study is the history of the moral majority the analysis also provides valuable insight into the nature of the american political system s response to religiously motivated movements in general

Continuity and Change in the Rhetoric of the Moral Majority 1991-03-30 homelessness black neighborhood development problems of abortion and sex education how does religion affect the politics of an american city confronting these and other concerns and what differences have church and state issues made in these struggles in answering such questions a bridging of faiths conveys a feeling of the urgent social theater of springfield massachusetts and provides both a contemporary and historical sense of how power shapes and is shaped by the civic culture recalling the immediacy and provocativeness of classic community studies like middletown and yankee city the work draws on the voices of springfielders themselves while it exposes tendencies that prevail throughout contemporary america this is a tale of two establishments protestant for three centuries springfield has been for the last fifty years a catholic city in looking at its emerging demographic political and economic patterns the book shows how church and state interact at the local level where lives are actually lived as opposed to how the law and public opinion say they ought to interact at the more abstract federal level while religion is more politically influential than some social scientists might have expected it does not possess the kind of power feared by many constitutionalists politicians are seeking to redefine themselves in relation to religion and in other ways and religion as a whole faces subtle crises of mobility authority and secularization from these complexities new patterns of cultural and political authority have emerged in springfield similar to those now affecting other american communities and the nation originally published in 1992 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

A Bridging of Faiths 2014-07-14 examines the nature and process of private policymaking in us firms and how this interacts with public policymaking

Public Forces and Private Politics in American Big Business 2012-06-21 today our societies face great challenges with water in terms of both quantity and quality but many of these challenges have already existed in the past focusing on asia water societies and technologies from the past and present seeks to highlight the issues that emerge or re emerge across different societies and periods and asks what they can tell us about water sustainability incorporating cutting edge research and pioneering field surveys on past and present water management practices the interdisciplinary contributors together identify how societies managed water resource challenges and utilised water in ways that allowed them to evolve persist or drastically alter their environment the case studies from different periods ancient and modern and from different regions including egypt sri lanka cambodia southwest united states the indus basin the yangtze river the mesopotamian floodplain the early islamic city of sultan kala in turkmenistan and ancient korea offer crucial empirical data to readers interested in comparing the dynamics of water management practices across time and space and to those who wish to understand water related issues through conceptual and quantitative models of water use the case studies also challenge classical theories on water management and social evolution examine and establish the deep historical roots and ecological foundations of water sustainability issues and contribute new grounds for innovations in sustainable urban planning
and ecological resilience

**Water Societies and Technologies from the Past and Present** 2018-11-26 this volume of the series was designed to provide a comprehensive primer on the existing best practices and emerging developments in the study and design research on crime and criminology the work as a whole includes chapters on the measurement of criminal typologies the offenders offending and victimization criminal justice organizations and specialized measurement techniques each chapter is written by experts in the field and they provide an excellent survey of the literature in the relevant area. More importantly each chapter provides a description of the various methodological and substantive challenges presented in conducting research on these issues and denotes possible solutions to these dilemmas an emphasis was placed on research that has been conducted outside of the United States and was designed to give the reader a broader more global understanding of the social context of research the goal of this volume is to provide a definitive reference for professionals in the field researchers and students this volume in the handbooks in criminology and criminal justice series identifies the principal topical areas of research in this field and summarizes the various methodological and substantive challenges presented in conducting research on these issues in each chapter authors provide a summary of the prominent data collection efforts in the topical area provide an overview of the current methodological work discuss the challenges in the measurement of central concepts in the subject area and identify new horizons emerging in data collection and measurement we encouraged authors to discuss work conducted in an international context and to incorporate discussion of qualitative methodologies when appropriate

**The Handbook of Measurement Issues in Criminology and Criminal Justice** 2016-04-28 this book reflects and extends the great debates that schools colleges and universities are having in response to the profound moral conflicts and personal questions facing professionals today what should we teach our students what values should we communicate and nurture what should be the role of the traditional liberal arts in professional education how should schools and colleges respond to the demands of women and minorities for a more inclusive curriculum the authors explore ongoing theoretical and practical considerations of graduate professional education through the ethical and social issues facing professionals in public service administrators teachers counselors nurses or lawyers are recognizing that they face similar questions about their personal and professional lives is it possible to sustain a set of fully human values as a practicing professional as a member of a public organization how does one deal with dilemmas involving conflicting priorities and ambiguous goals the authors responses to these questions are presented as themes describing connections between curriculum and pedagogy they have designed an approach to ethical and social questions respectful of the contributions of adult learners and the need to provide diverse perspectives

**Ethical and Social Issues in Professional Education** 1994-07-01 much of the existing research on race and crime focuses on the manipulation of crime by political elites or the racially biased nature of crime policy in contrast lisa l miller here specifically focuses on political and socio legal institutions and actors that drive these developments and their relationship to the politics of race and poverty in particular the degree to which citizens at most risk of victimization primarily racial minorities and the poor play a role in the development of political responses to crime and violence miller begins her study by providing a detailed analysis of the narrow and often parochial nature of national and state crime politics drawing a sharp contrast to the active and intense local political mobilization on crime by racial minorities and the urban poor in doing so the perils of federalism illustrates the ways in which the structure of U.S. federalism has contributed to the absence of black and poor victims of violence from national policy responses to crime and how highly organized but narrowly focused interest groups such as the national rifle association have a disproportionate influence in crime politics moreover it illustrates how the absence of these groups from the policy process at other levels promotes policy frames that are highly skewed in favor of police prosecutors and narrow citizen interests whose policy preferences often converge on increasing punishments for offenders ultimately the perils of federalism challenges the conventional wisdom about the advantages of federalization and explains the key disadvantages that local communities face in trying to change policy

**The Perils of Federalism** 2008-09-29 a new perspective on policy responsiveness in American government scholars of American politics have long been skeptical of ordinary citizens capacity to influence let alone control their governments drawing on over eight decades of state level evidence on public opinion elections and policymaking devin caughey and christopher warshaw pose a powerful challenge to this pessimistic view their research reveals that although American democracy cannot be taken for granted state policymaking is far more responsive to citizens demands than skeptics claim although governments respond sluggishly in the short term over the long term electoral incentives induce state parties and politicians and ultimately policymakers to adapt to voters preferences the authors take an empirical and theoretical approach that allows them to assess democracy as a dynamic process their evidence across states and over time gives them new leverage to assess relevant outcomes and trends including the evolution of mass partisanship mass ideology and the relationship between partisanship and ideology since the mid twentieth century the nationalization of state level politics the mechanisms through which voters hold incumbents accountable the performance of moderate candidates relative to extreme candidates and the quality of state level democracy today relative to state level democracy in other periods

**Dynamic Democracy** 2022-11-14 karen tracy examines the identity work of judges and attorneys in state supreme courts as they debated the legality of existing marriage laws exchanges in state appellate courts are juxtaposed with the talk that occurred between citizens and elected officials in legislative hearings considering whether to revise state marriage laws the book's analysis spans ten years beginning with the U.S. supreme court's overturning of sodomy laws in 2003 and ending in 2013 when the U.S. supreme court declared the federal government's defense of marriage act doma unconstitutional and it particularly focuses on how social change was accomplished through and reflected in these law making and law interpreting discourses focal materials are the eight cases about same
sex marriage and civil unions that were argued in state supreme courts between 2005 and 2009 and six of a larger number of hearings that occurred in state judicial committees considering bills regarding who should be able to marry tracy concludes with analysis of the 2011 senate judiciary committee hearing on doma comparing it to the initial 1996 hearing and to the 2013 supreme court oral argument about it the book shows that social change occurred as the public discourse that treated sexual orientation as a lifestyle was replaced with a public discourse of gays and lesbians as a legitimate category of citizen

**Discourse, Identity, and Social Change in the Marriage Equality Debates** 2016 being an active citizen involves exercising social rights and duties enjoying choice and autonomy and participating in political decision making processes which are of importance for one's life amid the new challenges facing contemporary welfare states debate over just how active citizens can and ought to be has redoubled presenting research from the first major comparative and cross national study of active citizenship and disability in europe this book analyses the consequences of ongoing changes in europe what opportunities do persons with disabilities have to exercise active citizenship the changing disability policy system active citizenship and disability in europe volume 1 approaches the conditions for active citizenship from a macro perspective in order to capture the impact of the overall disability policy system this system takes diverse and changing forms in the nine european countries under study central to the analysis are issues of coherence and coordination between three subsystems of the disability policy system and between levels of governance this book identifies the implications and policy lessons of the findings for future disability policy in europe and beyond it will appeal to policymakers and policy officials as well as to researchers and students of disability studies comparative social policy international disability law and qualitative research methods

*The Changing Disability Policy System* 2017-04-28 the first book length collection of papers presented at a flowerree symposium this volume provides an in depth analysis of a variety of the newest and most critical empirical and theoretical issues in the study of human cognition these include models of human category learning models of memory implicit memory and knowledge dynamic decision behavior effects of test and item presentation methods visual inputs and contexts an essential reference for professionals and ideal for use as a textbook by both advanced undergraduate and graduate students

**Current Issues in Cognitive Processes** 2014-02-25 over the past few decades states all around the globe have intensified institutionalized cooperation at the regional level to deepen our understanding of state led regionalism the authors use an analytical framework comprising four main strands first they describe and explain the genesis and growth of regional organizations second they account for institutional design looking at important similarities and differences third they examine the interaction between organizations and member states in an attempt to reveal factors that shape the level of commitment to and compliance with regional initiatives finally they consider the impact of regional organizations on their member states they conclude by providing a foundation for future research on the dynamic development of regionalism

*Roads to Regionalism* 2013-04-28 adult cognitive development is one of the most important yet neglected aspects in the study of human psychology although the development of cognition and intelligence during childhood and adolescence is of great interest to researchers educators and parents they assume that this development stops progressing in any significant manner when people reach adulthood in fact cognition and intelligence do continue to progress in very significant ways in developmental influences on adult intelligence warner schaie lays out the reasons why we should continue to study cognitive development in adulthood and presents the history latest data and results from the seattle longitudinal study sls which now extends to over 45 years the sls is organized around five questions does intelligence change uniformly throughout adulthood or are there different life course ability patterns at what age and at what magnitude can decrement in ability be reliably detected what are the patterns and magnitude of generational differences what accounts for individual differences in age related change in adulthood can the intellectual decline that increases with age be reversed by educational intervention from his work on the sls schaie derived a conceptual model that he presents in this volume the model represents his view on the factors that influence cognitive development throughout the lifespan and provides a rationale for the various influences that he investigated genetic factors early and current family environment life styles the experience of chronic disease and various personality attributes the data in this volume include the 1998 longitudinal cycle of the sls in light of both new data and revised analyses psychometric and neuropsychological assessments have been linked in long term data to aid in the early identification of risk for dementia in later life schaie also presents new data and conclusions on the impact of personality on cognition the volume includes correlation matrices and web access information for select data sets that might be useful for secondary analysis or as examples for exercises in methods classes developmental influences on adult intelligence is an important resource for researchers and students in developmental cognitive and social psychology

*Developmental Influences on Adult Intelligence* 2005-02-03 previously published as a special issue of the journal of european public policy this book draws on the insights of the existing literature on agenda setting and policy changes to explore the dynamics of attention allocation and its consequences attention is a crucial variable in understanding modern political shifts in attention have dramatic consequences for both politics and policy decisions this volume includes case studies of nine different political systems including the us canada several european systems and the eu itself it asks the following questions which are the dynamics of agenda setting in the eu which role do political parties play in attention allocation what are the cross national differences in attention to health care what role does science and expertise play in attention allocation what are the effects of political institutions comparative studies of policy agendas will be of interest to students and scholars of policy analysis and public policy

*Comparative Studies of Policy Agendas* 2013-09-13 this book offers a state of the art discussion of the political issues surrounding unemployment in europe its unique combination offers both a policy and institutional
perspective whilst studying the viewpoint of individual civil society members engaging in collective action on the issue of joblessness it is the result of marco giugni s three year cross national comparative research project financed by the european commission united with hand picked contributions from invited experts throughout his study he focuses on how the eu approaches national unemployment the main national differences in talk about unemployment and unemployment policy and how the representatives of the unemployed produce and coordinate demands in relation to unemployment policy this book contains a number of genuinely cross national chapters along with sections on specific national cases namely the uk ireland germany switzerland belgium and sweden the politics of unemployment in europe 2016-03-03 combining the theoretical tools of comparative politics with the substantive concerns of environmental policy experts explore responses to environmental problems across nations and political systems how do different societies respond politically to environmental problems around the globe answering this question requires systematic cross national comparisons of political institutions regulatory styles and state society relations the field of comparative environmental politics approaches this task by bringing the theoretical tools of comparative politics to bear on the substantive concerns of environmental policy this book outlines a comparative environmental politics framework and applies it to concrete real world problems of politics and environmental management after a comprehensive review of the literature exploring domestic environmental politics around the world the book provides a sample of major currents within the field showing how environmental politics intersects with such topics as the greening of the state the rise of social movements and green parties europe union expansion corporate social responsibility federalism political instability management of local commons and policymaking under democratic and authoritarian regimes it offers fresh insights into environmental problems ranging from climate change to water scarcity and the disappearance of tropical forests and it examines actions by state and nonstate actors at levels from the local to the continental the book will help scholars and policymakers make sense of how environmental issues and politics are connected around the globe and is ideal for use in upper level undergraduate and graduate courses

Comparative Environmental Politics 2012-02-17 what is it like to be young in a europe faced with conflict and austerity volume 3 of the series perspectives on youth focuses on healthy europe not just in the narrow sense but in the broader sense of what it is like to be young in a europe faced with conflict and austerity and what it feels like to be young as transitions become ever more challenging the assumption when planning this issue was that health in this broader sense remains a controversial area within youth policy where the points of departure of policy makers on the one hand and young people themselves on the other are often dramatically different in fact young people tend to interpret the dominating discourse as limiting patronising maybe even offensive the question of health brings the old tensions between protection and participation as well as agency and structure to the forefront not all questions are addressed in detail but many are touched upon it is intentionally an eclectic mix of contributions to provide a diversity of argumentation and to promote reflection and debate as has been the intention of perspectives on youth throughout we have sought to solicit and elicit the views of academics policy makers and practitioners presenting theoretical empirical and hypothetical assertions and analysis perspectives on youth is published by the editorial team of this volume is composed of 12 members representing the supporting countries the pool of european youth researchers peyr the co ordinator of the youth partnership between the european union and the council of europe in the field of youth in co operation with and with support from four countries belgium finland france and germany its purpose is to keep the dialogue on key problems of child and youth policies on a solid foundation in terms of content expertise and politics the series aims to act as a forum for information discussion reflection and dialogue on european developments and trends in the field of youth policy youth research and youth work while promoting a policy and youth work practice that is based on knowledge and participatory principles the editorial team of this volume is composed of 12 members representing the supporting countries the pool of european youth researchers peyr the co ordinator of the youth policy reviews of the council of europe the eu council of europe youth partnership and the co ordinator of the editorial team

Healthy Europe: confidence and uncertainty for young people in contemporary Europe 2016-03-01 this book undertakes an in depth examination of the dynamics of commitment in u s southeast asia strategy drawing on cases including the u s withdrawal from vietnam and washington s pivot to asia amid china s growing regional role it constructs an original balance of commitment model to explain continuity and change in u s southeast asia policy balance of commitment goes beyond balance of power approaches to explains how translating southeast asia s importance in u s thinking into actual commitments has proven challenging for policymakers as it requires simultaneously calibrating adjustments to power shifts threat perceptions and resource extraction the book applies the balance of commitment approach to several practical case studies based on hundreds of conversations with policymakers and experts in the united states and southeast asia personal experiences across nearly two decades and primary and secondary source material across a half century the findings suggest that the challenges of u s commitment to the region are rooted not simply in differences between administrations or divergences in outlook between washington and regional capitals but tough balancing acts for u s policymakers in domestic politics and wider foreign policy as such shaping u s strategy in southeast asia and calibrating and sustaining commitment requires not just appreciating southeast asia s significance but committing to the region in ways that manage structural aspects of u s thinking capabilities and resourcing

Elusive Balances 2022-01-13 in this issue guest editors bring their considerable expertise to this important topic provides in depth reviews on the latest updates in the field providing actionable insights for clinical practice presents the latest information on this timely focused topic under the leadership of experienced editors in the field authors synthesize and distill the latest research and practice guidelines to create these timely topic based reviews

Commemorative Issue: 15 years of the Sleep Medicine Clinics Part 1: Sleep and Sleep Disorders, An Issue of Sleep Medicine Clinics, E-Book 2022-06-07 the oxford handbook of gender and politics brings to political science an accessible and comprehensive overview of the key contributions of gender scholars to the study of politics and it shows how these contributions produce a richer understanding of polities and societies
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